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ABB Network Partner

Features .Controi functions in a numerical unit sl3parated
from the object protection units

.Is an advantage to use in the followin~1 applica-
tions:

-Retrofit installations

-Single, double and triple busbar arraingements

-1 1/2-breaker arrangements

-Double breaker arrangements

-Ringbus arrangements
.Versatile local man machine communilcation

(MMC) from the terminal front panel

.Extensive self-supervision with fault diagnostics
presented on an MMI unit

The basic version of REC 561 includes:

.Apparatus controi -Controi modules for 1 bay
and up to 14 high-voltage apparatuse~;

.Interlocking -Modules for single or double brea-
ker arrangements

.Pole discordance protection -Intendecl to trip at
disagreement between the position of breaker
poles

.Configurable logic

.Time tagg ed events

.Remote serial communication -LON

.Input/output modules -One input modlule with
sixteen binary inputs and one commarld output
board with twelve command outputs i.e. controi
of 6 high-voltage apparatuses

The following functions are available as options:

.Additional apparatus control- Expandable up to
12 bays and up to totally 24 high-voltage appa-
ratuses

.Additional interlocking -Expandable up to 3
single or 2 double breaker arrangements or 2
breaker and a half diameters

.Measurements

-Three-phase or single-phase measuring of
voltage and current

-Calculation of active power (W), reactive
power (var) and frequency (Hz)

.Pulse counters for metering

.Synchro-check with phasing and energising-
check

-Settable voltage, phase angle and frequency
difference

-Energising for dead line -live bus, or live bus -
dead line

-Different energising settings for manual close
command and autoreclose command

.Fuse failure supervision

-External or internai fuse failure to block uncon-
trolled energizing

.Autoreclosing
-Eight selectable programs for one or two shot,
single-phase, and/or three-phase reclosing

-Sequential reclosing of the breakers in
11/2-breaker, double breaker, and ring-bus
arrangements
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.Remote serial communication -SPA

.Input/output facilities

-Up to eleven additional modules including
binary inputs and outputs and analogue inputs
for mA signals

.Breaker failure protection

.Loss of power system voltage -Three-phase
trip in case of three-phase voltage loss

.Disturbance recorder -Up to 10 analogue and
48 binary signals

Application such as interlocking, synchro-check, operator
mode or external conditions.

Other functions included in the apparatus controi
are a selection and reservation function to pre-
vent double operation, command supervision,
selection of operator place, block/deblock of
operation, block/deblock of updating of position
indications, manual setting of position indications
and overriding of the reservation and interlocking
functions.

Interlocking
Interlocking means the non-permission to oper-
ate high-voltage apparatuses in a switchgear to
prevent damage of the switchgear and harm to
people for any command sequence.

The interlocking function consists of software
modules located in each controi terminal.
For the station-wide interlocking, communication
between modules in different bays is performed
via the communication bus or hard-wired via the

binary inputs/outputs.

The positions of the high-voltage apparatuses
are inputs to the software modules distributed in
the controi terminals. Each modul e contains the
interlocking logic for a bay. The interlocking logic
in a module is different, depending on the bay
function and the switchyard arrangements, i.e.

double-breaker or 11/ 2-breaker bays have differ-
ent modules.

Pol e discordance protection
This function applies to circuit breakers with indi-
vidual operation gears per pole or phase. A dis-
cordance cause d by one pole failing to close or to
open can be tolerated only for a limited time, for
instance as a single-phase open time in connec-
tion with single-phase reclosing. The function is
based on checking the positions of the auxiliary
contacts of the breaker.

Configurable logic
A large number of configuration logic circuits are
built into the REC 561 terminal, and are thus
available to the user. The configuration logic con-
tains the following functional blocks: 249 AND,
199 OR, 79 inverters, 39 exclusive OR, 5 Set-
Reset, 15 timers delayed at pick-up and drop-out
and 55 pulse-timers. The configuration is per-
formed from the CAP 531 configuration tool.

lime tagged events
Events are time tagg ed at the source, thus REC
561 provides a high accuracy with a resolution of
1 ms. An event recorder buffer for up to 150 time-
tagged events for each of the last ten recorded
disturbances are available via the PC connection
on the front, SMS, or SCS.

The controi terminal REC 561 forms a part of the
Panorama Station Automation concept. The Pan-
orama Station Automation concept includes a
complete range of flexible object terminals,
Station Monitoring System (SMS) and Substation
Controi System (SCS).

The controi terminal REC 561 is used on bay
level in a Substation Controi System to controi
and supervise circuit breakers, disconnectors
and earthing switches, in any kind of switchgear/
busbar arrangement. Standardized pre-tested
functions such as high-voltage apparatus controi,
interlocking, synchro-check, automatic reclo~,ing
are examples of useful functions in a bay. These
functions can be implemented in the same hard-
ware or controi terminal with retained high avail-
ability of the complete system. In stations 1Nith
lower requirements of independence, the func-
tions of more than one bay can be placed in the
same controi terminal.

The controi terminal includes plug-in units, such
as processor-, memory-, input- and output mod-
ules, all mounted in 19" racks of standard Euro-
pean size. It is delivered either in a cubicle or as
loose equipment.

Binary and analogue process signals are con-
nected directly to REC 561, which fulfils the same
EMC standards as applicable for high-voltage
protections. The terminal is als o provided with
command output modules with double-pole out-
puts and supervision functions to ensure a high
degree of security against unwanted operations.

The application software in REC 561 is prepared
to be connected to a dedicated controi panel for
local controi. This panel can have a switch for
selection of the operators mode; station/remote,
local or back-up. In station/remote mode the sta-
tion is controlled from the station MMI or the con-
trol centre, depending on the selection from a
VOU or station switch. Controi from the controi
panel can only take place in local or back-up
mode. The local mode ensures that the interlock-
ing requirements are fulfilled during all opera-
tions, while the back-up mode is used in
emergency situations without interlocking. Hence
the back-up mode bypasses the interlocking, i.e.
the REC 561.

Basic functions
A(2(2aratus Controi
The apparatus controi function performs open
and close commands of high-voltage appara-
tuses and indicates the status. The function han-
dies commands coming from different operator
plaGes i.e. from station MMI, controi centre or
local panel. Permission to operate is given af ter
evaluation of conditions from other aoolications
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on the detection of a zero-sequence voltage with-
out the presence of a zero sequence current.

Multibreaker autoreclosing
The reclosing function can be selected to perform
single-ph ase and/or three-phase reclosing from
eight single-shot or multi-shot reclosing pro-
grams. The three-phase autoreclose open time
can be selected to give either high-speed autore-
closing or delayed autoreclosing. Three-phase
autoreclosing can be performed with or without
the use of the synchronism check or energizing
function.

Provision is included for Go-operation between
autoreclosing function modules in the same ter-
minal or between REC 561 terminals to achieve
sequential reclosing of the two breakers at a line

end in a 11/2-breaker, double breaker or ring-bus
arrangement. One unit is defined as master and
recloses first. Should it be successful and no trip
takes place, the second module is released to
complete the reclosing sequence. For persistent
faults the breaker reclosing is limited to the first
breaker. Same connections between the function
modules are required, to send signals and
release the autorecloser with low priority.

Breaker failure ~rotection
This function issues a back-up trip to adjacent
breakers in cage of a failure of the breaker to trip
and clears the fault as requested by the object
protection. The function is started by a protection
trip command, e.g. from the line and busbar pro-
tection through the breaker related trip relays.
The start can be single-phase or three-phase.
Correct fault current clearing or failure is detected
by a current check in each phase. The current
level can be set from 0,1 to 2 times the rated cur-
rent. A second time step is used for the back-up
trip command. It should be connected to trip the
back-up breakers, e.g. to clear the busbar and
intertrip the opposite side of the object as appro-
priate. The time setting range is 50-400 mg.

Loss of ~ower s~stem voltage
This function will provide a delayed three-phase
trip in cage of loss-of-power system voltage in all
three phases. The trip and/or alarm is issued
when all three voltage phases have been low for
more than 7 seconds. It can be used as a prepar-
ative step for power system restoration.

Disturbance recorder
The disturbance recording function is an impor-
tant part of a substation monitoring system, which
enables the evaluation of different events within
the power system. The disturbance recorder in
REC 561 can memorize up to 10 analogue
(transformer module) and 48 binary signals
selected between all available signals. At maxi-
mum configuration the recording time is 10 sec-
onds. Any of the recorded analogue and binary
signals is programmable to start arecording. Fur-
thermore, analogue signals are programmable
for over functions and under functions, and binary
signals can start recording with a transition from
a logical O to a logical 1 and vice versa. The time

Remote serial communication -LON
Aseriai communication port based on the Lon-
Works Network (here called LON) is available
within the REC 561. This port is used to transfer
data between different controi terminals and PC-
based operator stations. The communication with
REC 561 uses optical fibres (glass or plastic) to
eliminate influence of electromagnetic interfer-
ences.

Optional functions
Measurements
This function provides three-phase or single-
phase values of voltage and current. At three-
phase measurement, the values of ac:tive power
(W), reactive power (var), frequency (Hz), and
the mean value for voltage (U) and current (I) can
be calculated. Alarm limits to be used as condi-
lions in the configuration logic cain be set.
Besides the direct inputs of voltage and current,
analogue inputs for mA signals are also avail-
able.

Pulse counters
The normal use of this function is the counting of
energy pulses for kWh and kvarh in both direc-
tions from extemal energy meters. Up to 12
binary inputs in a REC 561 can be used for this
purpose with a frequency of up to 40 Hz. The
number of pulses in the counter is then reported
via the LON bus to the operator station or read
via SPA as a service value.

S~nchronism and energising check
The synchro-check function is used for controlled
interconnection of a line in an already intercon-
nected network. When used, the function gives
an enable signal at satisfactory volta ge condi-
lions across the breaker that is to be closed. The
synchro-check function measures the difference
between the voltage on the bus bar side and the
line side. It operates and perrnits closing of the
circuit breaker when the set conditions are met,
with respect to the voltage (UDiff), ph;ase angle
(PhaseDiff), and frequency (FreqDiff). The ener-
gising condition can be set to allow energisation
in one, or the other, or both directions, e.g. as a
live busbar and de ad line check. It is possible to
have different energising settings for manual
close command and autoreclose command.

Phasing
Phasing is to be performed when two asynchro-
nous systems are going to be connected in order
to avoid stress on the network and its compo-
nents. The phasing function compensates for
measured slip frequency as weil as the circuit
breaker closing delay.

Fuse failure su~ervision
Associated with the energizing check function
there is a fuse failure detection to block uncon-
trolled energization at blown VT secondary fuse
or tripped fuse switch. A single-ph ase voltage
input is used on one side of the breaker, e.g. on
the busbar side. For this circuit a binary input cir-
cuit for fuse failure is used. The operation of the
built-in fuse failure supervision function is based



12 command/24 single outputs and one switch-
over contact used for the signaling of a conti-
nuous self-supervision function. Up to 11 addi-
tionall/O modules, each of them consisting of 16
binary inputs or 12 command/24 single outputs,
or mixed modules with eight inputs and 12 single
outputs, are available options. Totally six mod-
ules (five optional modules) of any combination of
the command output modules and the mixed
modules can be included. All the binary inputs
and outputs are freely programmable for any of
the built-in functions to assure the greatest possi-
ble flexibility.

Also up to six analogue input modules, Bach of
them consisting of six channels for mA signals,
can be included in these additional I/O modules.
The inputs can be used for connection to external
transducers.

base is synchronized with an internai clock and
via the synchronizing facilities. Pre-fault time,
post-fault time and limit time are settable in wide
ranges. The collection of disturbance records is
possible locally by means of a PC used for local
man-machine communication, as weil as
remotely with in the SMS. The disturbance evaIu-
ating PC-based program type REVAL, operating
in MS Windows, is als o available.

Remote communication -SPA
Optionally, one SPA communication port is avail-
able on the rear side of the terminal. The commu-
nication with REC 561 uses optical fibres to
eliminate influence of electromagnetic interfer-
ences. This enables REC 561 to be a part of an
independent Station Monitoring System (SMS:).

Inp:ut/out~ut facilities
The basic version of REC 561 includes input/out-
put (I/O) modules that consist of 16 binary inputs,

Design The REC 561 controi terminal is supplied in a
ventilated case of common ABB look, which is
19" wide and 6U (10") high. A motherboard is
mounted under the front cover of the terminal. All
other units are of plug-in type and thus easily
removable. Screw connection terminals,
mounted on the back plane of the terminal, serve
for the electrical connections to the external cir-
cuits. Optical connectors that serve for remote
communication purposes within the SCS and
SMS are located on the back plane too.

The basic configuration of REC 561 consists of
the following units:

-Main processing module that performs all the
REC 561 measuring functions

-Power supply module, which comprises a reg-
ulated DC/DC converter that provides stabi..
lized auxiliary voltage to all static circuits.
One output relay, used for the self-supervision
function, is installed in the same module. Mi:ln-
machine interface module is installed on the
front of REC 561 and serves as a local com-
munication facil ity between the user and the

equipment.
-One input modul e including 16 binary input cir-

cuits.
-One output module including supervision func-

tions for 12 double-pole command output
relays or 24 single outputs.

The following hardware functions are available
option all y:

-Transformer module with live voltage and live
current input transformers

-NO conversion module for 10 analogue sig-
nals, operating with a sampling frequency of
2000 Hz

-Up to eleven additional modules, each of them
consisting of 16 binary input circuits or 12
command output relays or 6 analogue input
channels for mA signals.

Also mixed I/O-modules with 8 inputs and 12
relay outputs are available. Note that these mod-
ules have limited functionality compared to the
16-binary input and the 12-command output
modules regarding oscillation suppression and
supervised outputs.

Self-su~ervision
The self-supervision function operates continu-
ously and includes:

-Normal microprocessor watchdog function

-Checking of digitized measuring signals

-Checksum verification of PROM contents

-Checksum verification of types of signal com-
munication

-Read-Write-Read-Write cycling of the memory
cells and internai registers
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Table 2: Influencing factors, Permissible influence

Dependence on: Within nominal range I With in operative range--

Table 3: Electromagnetic compatibility tests

Table 4: Insulation tests (reference standard: IEI(; 255-5)

! Test I Type test values

Table 5: Mechanical tests

Test Type test values Reference standards

IEC 255-21-1

IIEC 255-21-2
! ~-

IEC 255-21-3

Table 6: Contact data (reference standard: IEC 255)

250 V ac, dc I
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Table 10: Event recording

I Value I
1 ms

150
10
:I: 1,5 ms
:I: 1,5ms

:t 1,5 ms
:t 3 ms/min

r'unction
lime tagging resolution
Event buffering capacity

Max. number of events/disturbance report
Max. number of disturbance reports

Time tagging error with synchronization once/1s
Time tagging error with synchronization once/10s
Time tagging error with synchronization once/60s

(minute pulse synchronization)
Time tagging error without synchronization

Table 11: Remote serial communication (SPA)
Function -

Protocol --

Communication speedI Slave number -

Remote change of active group allowed

Remote changed of settings allowed
I Connectors and optical fibres -
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(10-50)% of Url..J3 in steps of 1%
(10-50)% of Ir in steps of 1%
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Diagram Typical REC 561 configurations

Fig.2Fig. 1 Double busbar, single breaker Double busbar, double breaker

Synchro-check function for up to 3 bays
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Ordering
The basic version of REC 561 is a controi terminal with software modules for apparatus controi for one bay and
14 high-voltage apparatuses and interlocking modules for single or double breaker arrangements. The basic
version includes: pole discordance protection, configurable logic, one LON communication port, one binary

input module, and one binary output module.

Ordering Number: 1 MAK 000 598-AB

Includes basic and the selected options below
Ouantity: I I

Basic data to specify:

LON port Transmitter

Plastic

Glass

RE!Ceiver

Plastic

Glass
o 1MRK 000 168-EA

O 1MRK 000 168-DA

Controi function options:

1 .Apparatus controi modules for two additionai bays and 10 additionai high-voltage apparatuses.

Additionai intertocking modules for two single breaker or one double breaker arrangements or
one 11/2- breaker diameter are incfuded.

2. Apparatus controi modules for 11 acfditional bays without intertocking and 10 addition al high-voltage

apparatuses. Intertocking modules for two 11/2-breaker diameters are included.

In the table below, first select the bay arrangement. Then select the desired optional functions from that
column only.

.= Not applicable

Functions

! 

Typical switchyard arrangements

! 

Ordering number
One bay 2-3baYS I TWObaYS l one11/2 1 12baY;: single GB double GB diam or \Wo

GB 1112GB

dlam

Single
(:8

Double
GB

Basic

Basic +
controI function, option 1

Basic +
controi function, option 2

Pulse counters for metering (12)

1 MAK 000 59B-AB +
1MAK 000 597-AA

1MAK 000 59B-AB +
1MAK 000 597-BA

1 MAK 000 597- TA

1MAK 000 597-GA

1MAK 000 597-HA

1MAK 000 597-XA

1MRK 000 597-NA

Autoreclosing for
(On ly one alter-, 
native can be

I selected)

~

GB 3GB

6GB

IGerman MMI

(English version is replaced)

Transformer and
ND-conversion
modul e for 5 U
and 51

11Al5A 1)

1)

1)

1)

1)

1)

1)

1)

1 MAK 000 597-UA

1MAK 000 597-VA
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Functions Typical s'witchyard arrangements Ordering number
One bay

I

2-3bays ITWObaYS l one1112 1 12bays singleCB double CBdiam orlwo

CB 11/2CB

diam

Single
CB

Double
Ge

1 MAK 000 597-PA

--
The functions below require the transformer and A/D-conversion modul e

~-

Increased measuring accuracy for U
I,P,Q
(factory calibration)

1 bay, single CB 1MRK 000 597-CA2)

1 MAK 000 597-DA

I 

Synchro-check
and energising-
check3) IMRK 000 597-SA

1MRK 000 597-EA

2-3 bays,I 
single CB

2 bays,
double CB

ane 11/2-breaker
diameter

1 bay, single CB

1 bay, double CB 1MRK 001 457-HA

Synchro-check
with phasing and

, energising-

check3)

Fuse failure

Breaker failure protection

Loss-of-power system voltage

Disturbance recorder 11MRK 000 597-MA

1) One-phase values without calculation of P, Q and f

2) To be used for externai voltage selection.

3) Only one alternative of the synchro-check/phasing
functions can be selected

Basic in/out modules
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Additional in/out modules
(Totally 11 addition al modules can be selected.)

1) Totally Up to 6 modules of any combination of binary in/out and binary output modules can be used

in REC 561.

Remote commun

Additional port
SPA

Receiver

Plastic

Glass

D 1MRK 000 168-FA

D 1MRK 000 168-HA

Mounting details with IP40 degree of prcltection from the front:

19" rack

Wall mounting

Flush mounting

addition al for IP54

No mounting details

D 1MRK 000 020-CA

D 1MRK 000 020-DA

D 1MRK 000 020-Y

D 1MKC 980 001-2

D

Accessories:
User's Guide for REC 561 * 1.1

Front connection cable for PC (Opto/9-pol D-sub)

SMS-BASE Basic program for SMS and PC front connection
SM/REC 561 SMS Program module for REC 561 * 1.1

CAP 531, Graphical configuration toollEC 1131-3

(requires SMS-BASE and SM/REC 561)
CAP/REC 561, CAP program module for REC 561 * 1.1

Quantity: I I 1 MAK 511 009-UEN

Quantity: I I 1 MKC 950 001-1

Quantity: I I AS 881 007-AA

Quantity: I I 1MAK 000 314-HB

Quantity: [:=J 1 MAK 000 876-KA

Quantity: I I 1MAK 000 876-HB

For our reference and statistics we would be pleased if we are provided with the following application data:

Country: End user:

Station name: Voitage level: kV

ication (SMSISCS):

Transmitter

Plastic

Glass
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References Series REx 500
Mechanical design and mounting accessories
User's Guide REC 561 * 1.1

Reference List REC 561

SMS 010

CAP 531

1MRK 514 0O3-BEN

1 MRK 511 0O9-UEN

1 MRK 511 0O9-REN

1MRK511014-BEN

1MRK511034-BEN


